CTAA Meeting
Georgetown
May 3, 2018 10am

AMA
Speakers

Colonel Jason Wesbrock (reached out for a presentation name)
What To Do When
You Can’t Find An
Adult
Jim Robertson
**Speaker’s Name**
Colin's Hope

Why We Do What We
Do

Professional
Development:
Strategies for the
Future

Bryan Reno
Charles Logan
Maintenance
Myles Phelps

Team Building:
Taylor Capshaw

Moulage Presentation
Stephanie Darimont &
Julie Saldiva
Lifeguard Fitness:
Whitney Tyrone

Back up Speaker Session: Cailin Cronin and Ashlea Boyle - Lifeguard Leadership

How many projectors, speakers and screens are needed?
We’re set on audio. Julie is bringing a laptop and a screen and projector. Jayme is bringing a projector?

Confirm who is speaking from Colin’s Hope?
Jeff? Taylor to confirm.

Copies of presentations
Taylor is sending out emails to people today and asking for copies.

Committee Roles
a. Speaker Baskets - Nicole, Juliana
Purchased – “Water Speakers”

b. Food - Aaron Duke
Need to place order: Looking to place an order with Chipotle

c. Registration- Jim Robertson
78 Registered so far! On May 3 last year only 47 Registered

d. Shirts and Logo- Nicole
Ordered-144
These will be on a heathered navy t-shirt.

e. App-Julie
Handout is ready; no app this year. Needs to be proofread.

f.

Photographer-Taylor

g. Evaluations
i.

Need Someone to print and collect
Taylor volunteered as tribute.

h. Marketing and Outreach- Taylor
i.

North- Jim Robertson

ii.

South- Adam Kinyicky

Need list from Stephanie for calls

Reposted details to Facebook and have added information to the TPPC
website.

Other things:
1. On the handout, we need to make the facility layout smaller so we can add descriptions
of each presentation.
2. Taylor is going to be making a volunteer sign up sheet (room monitors, sign in, etc.), so
be on the lookout for that.
3. Taylor is also in charge of bringing print outs, a large printout for reference, and a photo
backdrop that we can encourage out kids to take selfies in front of. Nichole is working on
getting us set up with a snap filter. We are going to use the hashtag #centexAMA.
4. 4pm is around the time we would like volunteers showing up.

